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ABSTRACT
This paper reports the results of a retrospective

study of the 3-year Head Start Planned Variation (ESPY) experience.
The long-term residual effects of HSPVIs effort to install and
implement educational models in various communities are discussed
with emphasis on the effects on the models and sponsors themselves.
Six models were studied: Bank Street, Far Vest, High/Scope, and the
models of the Universities of Arizona, Kansas, and Oregon. The
teachers of the model programs were studied most intensively under
the assumption that they would receive the strongest impact of the
programs. Two strategies of study were used: teacher observation and
interviews with teachers and key personnel, administrators, and some
parents. In the presentation of the results concerning which
components of the ESPY models persisted, the models are grouped into
"academic" and "child development" categories according to their
educational orientation, and the five main findings are reported and
Dxplained. Suggestions for what might be expected of models in an
experiment of this scope and duration are presented. (SDH)
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In 1973-1974 a retrospective study of the Head Start

Planned Varlatton experience was commissioned by the Office of

Child Develcp!ion%. Its interest was in the long-term residual

effects of MSPV's 3 year effort to install and implement educa-

tional models in various communities. The Oitial question was

"What was left of the models?" The Huron Institute broadened

this question by asking, "What was the impact of the HSPV experi-

ence?"

We assumed that the strongest effects of HSPV would be

seen in the 8 models which had been.the longest in operation.

Since cne of these models did not wish to participate and a sec-

ond was eliminated because it was not classroom oriented, the six

moels actually studied were: Bank Street, Far West, High/Scope,

and the models of the Universities of Arizona, Kansas and Oregon.

We strongly felt that the target population for models,

thou ;h .11timately meant- to be children, had to be teachers.

Unlike elom,mtarl school programs in which children are learning

to or kry: 11).4 to read, preschool education cannot rely as heavily

on wriY-,n mw.erial to structure a program. A preschool program

*PropJr-.1 ',r : :._,Yr.p');;IUM on Head Start Planned Variation:
.'r :7 A :.ocial Experim.!nt. American Psychological

Auf..,11t, 1974.
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depends much more explicitly upon the teacher. as the vehicle for
1

lust ruct ion

Our assumption was that teachers were a model's first

point of contact and impact. if' a model could not transmit its

procedures and goals to the teacher, it could travel no further

to children, parents, '4!tc. Therefore we chose teachers as the

group which potentially would receivr the strongest impact and

the persons who would be studied most intensively.

There were two strategies used in this follow-up study

of HSFV. One was observations of teachers in their classrooms

(our priorities were former HSPV teachers) with what we preferred

to call an "observation guide" - i.e. a list of the key compo-

nents of their former P.V. model on which the degree of teachers'

implementation was rated. Our second strategy was interviewing

teachers and key personnel, administrators and sometimes parents.

Most interviews were taped; in the case of refusals, notes were

taken.

On the basis of a pilot study, we decided that a team

of 2 3h ',Id visit 2 former sites of one model for 3-5 days each,

rer:orl thlr observations, and tape their interviews. Conclu-

,;IJn.; ab..i` the extent of model persistence and the general

.1.r.-c!.; or Imi=4,ance or the miel were made by Huron staff avid

. .11 the st)-,:raled acad,s!mic models , Kansas and Oregon, must
rely on tel!thers a rreaf d-al. Kansas' utrong component of posi-
4;!vo reinf-w-:c.men!. ran delivered by a person. Oregon's
em7.1,-, on corre(:f,lon of error' '!an only be diagnosed by a human



the field tam which visited each model. These staff personnel

first read all the transcripts from both sites of a model, They

they met for a 2 to 3 day discussion with the team. At that

meeting each person advanced theories about persistence and

impact and presented evidence from tape transcriptions until

everyone afweed on an outline of the events in that site and

conclusions ab.:.lut the data.

The central questions we addressed were "What compo-

nents of models persisted?" And how could we characterize

"impact" - a more difficult question. In relation to persistence,

we found that models seemed to fall into two large categories:

In some sites there was general agreement on which components of

a model were left, both according to the observations of Huron

staff and reports of site staff. We called this first category

"persistence -in- fact." In other sites Huron staff did not

observe model implementation, but site staff talked as if they

were still using the model in every way. We called this latter

pil.,nn,:r1 "persistence-in-the-eyes-of-the-beholder."

With this UB a framework, we will present our findings,

ofrer t,m',ative explFtnations for them, and then suggest what

expet11.,?d of mr,13 in an experiment of this scope and

d..;r14,;()n.

. . f` "*,". . .

In finAings we Grouped mde13 into two

:('. "t :: :phi 0h ylr!ludes Oregon and Kansas and

uhlii
3an.r: :;tre2(:t, Far .dc:;t,



Scope, and the University of Arizona. Distinctions between these

two groups generally rest in their attitude toward content and

how to convey it. Generally, Kansas and Oregon concentrate on

reading, writing and arithmetic skills along with teacher control

of materials and procedures. Child development models, on the

other hand, are more process oriented, tend to emphasize other

sorts of content areas such as language, view play as work, and

usually give the child a great deal of responsibility to deter-

mine what he or she will learn, and when.

Our findings were the following:

1. In sites that had child development models the only

uniform feature which remained across models was

the HSPV sponsor-created position of a local per-

son whose job it was to spend time training teachers

in the model.

2. In sites that had child development models, former

HSPV teachers who were still teaching tended to

implement one or two components of their former

model. Components which teachers shared were the

more superficial ones.

3. Only 2 of 14 sites had nearly complete model per-

sistence: one of Bank Street and one of the

University of Kansas.

Or' en appears to be more vulnerable to diminished

use or win-use than any other model compared to its

reported former level of implementation during the

expPrtment.

le.



5. A general kind of impact could be attributed more

to the experiment itself than a particular model

and could be called increased professionalism.

We will briefly discuss these findings.

1. In child development models the sponsor created

position of a local trainer for teachers was maintained. During

HSPV this position was used solely to train teachers in the

model. These positions now retain a training function, but the

content has usually been either broadened beyond the model or

has left the model behind. The most complete and fullest impact

of models has been on these local trainers, who in most cases

regard their HSPV participation as a tremendous step in their

professional growth and, in some cases, as a personal experience

of great depth.

2. When we say that teachers in child development

models share persistence in implementing superficial components,

we mean those model components which, for example, specify room

arrangement or scheduling. We do not imply that such components

are unimportant, since they are essential to good classroom func-

tioning. However, they are not the components which most reflect

the sponsor's differential intentions and goals .which must be

worked at and internalized on a day-by-day basis. Other model

c--,gyp - :.rent:; these teachers implement are idiosyncratic and non-

rrom ,714s3 clans.

Teach,brs (1-) n9t compare their level of Implementation

to mr:1-1'n tr,oriAlcal standard. Instead, they seem to view

wha+-..-vor :;e1,,ct,ion of mo1,!1 components they have retained as

-5-
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reasonable and they tend to talk about their performance as

)odying the model. In moat cases the perception of our field

staff was that teachers' level of implementation was, in fact,

quite partial. Some of this discrepancy can be attributed to the

perennial difficulties both observers and implementors have

understanding what concrete examples can exemplify child develop-

ment model components, as they are most frequently stated in

terms of all-encompassing goals. When confronted with this

dilemma observers may tend to be stricter as to how well compo-

nents are really implemented while, by contrast, teachers may be

looser as to what behaviors really "fit" into a model's defini-

tion. However, only superficial persistence of the child

development models may also be explained either by sponsor's lack

of detailed and concrete ideas for model implementation or, if

they had such ideas, their inability to successfully transmit

them to teachers. Implementation of these models was also

impaired by a general absence of concrete, definite expectations

for teachers and monitoring, if it existed at all, was of the most

infrequent, and loose kind.

3. One site of Bank Street and one of Kansas are the

only stto of 14 which retain full model implementation. By this

we mean 4,haf, all comprmentn are present to a high degree in all

c1assr,)om find the tefir!hers t-)th know and refer often to the model.

Threr, observations seem important about, these two

First, there are ter'; phenomena which differentiate these

site ir.,)m 111 othr2rs, ,Ipendent on the site, the other on

the sponsr. In the case or both sites, teachers and parents as



well as administrators see themselves as actively participating

and having a voice in the initial decision to enter HSPV, and

they are n.lw interested in the maintenance and expansion of the

model and enthusiastically train new teachers in it.

Second, these two sites viewed the sponsor personnel

with whom they had contact as accepting of them and as working

with them. The modals, in turn, seemed extraordinarily respon-

sive to the sites' input, questions and requests. This was

unusual; other sites experienced their relationship to sponsors

differently: some as threatening, some neutrally, some as a

resource reeding "pushing" to "produce", and some as a transitory

influence with whom one interacted in a brief and cursory way.

Third, these 2 sites of Kansas and Bank Street also

seemed an ideal match for their particular model. Though this

point deserves more attention than we can give it in this

piper, we would like to underscore both the rarity and importance

of the respect and mutuality that existed between these sites and

their mo,17.1s.

4. The site material Oregon produced was unique in our

study. D1Jring IISPV, Oregon reportedly had a high level of imple-

mr!ntltIon In onr! of the two sites we visited; in both sites,

toacher reactInn to the model was either openly skepti-

cal, h!L;31,11e, or at the least, ambtialent. We found this in no

:11t., of no other

Very few mdel components per se were left. Though

adr.41:-;1:0.or:; in he7:o sites ofton talked of dmpping the model

for phlic,seThical or 1,loo1oi7lcal orclons, teachors expressed



their difficulty with the model in terms of the pressure on

children and particularly

A
n the way they themselves had been

treated by sponsor staff. he most frequent references were to

the model's concentration on teachers' classroom "errors" and the

nonreceptiveness of sponsor staff to teacher input or questions.

Interestingly, Oregon is the only example of model training tech-

niques which are contradictory to model tenants. While it

advocates positive reinforcement techniques in working with

children, according to site reports it appears to use negative

reinforcement frequently in training teachers.

5. The professional behavior of teachers can be thought

of as a continuum where at one end one may possess the simplest

attributes of a teacher, and at the other an array of standards

and criteria for both classroom performance and professional

relationships. In some cases, HSPV brought teachers who had had

no group contact together for' the first time during model train-

ig - a practice which they incorporated into their professional

schedules after H3PV. On the other hand, other sites adapted or

modified ideas introduced by models: sequenced curriculum,

record-k,,eping on children, or informal teacher-designed tests

for child progress.. The notion that these are important aspects

of and standard3 for an educational program can be attributed

both ',r; mod,! In and to the experiment itzelf.

One can judr., these findings enormously encouraging or

(1,!pnling on one' expectations for a 3 year effort



at educational change. Theoretically, Planned Variation offered

one of two kinds of services to sites: (1) mobile teacher train-

ing or (2) a more'continuous sort of in-service training. Which

kind service a site received depended not only on what the

sponsor was prepared to give, but also on what the site was

ready to receive. These two kinds of services imply different

intentions and "readiness" to deliver a model on the part of the

sponsor, which ideally should be matched to different levels of

functioning for teachers.

Teacher training institutions have traditionally been

.internally.consistent, espousing one philosophy or belief sys-

tem, such as "open education." Their clients are usually

untrained teachers - that is, persons who have not devoted much

time to thinking about teaching or systematically planning for

it. A teacher-training orientation would have been the most

suitable one for most teachers in the Head Start sites we visited

since they were inexperienced because they were either new

teachers or paraprofessionals.

However, providing in- service training was a role more

appr)prIa to most sponsors' capabilities. In-service is char-

acterizel t:y two features when it is suitably applied: (1) infre-

quent short term learning sequences in the form of workshops

1 a3tinil frw an': (2) an audience oi trained and/or experi-

. !nnel te!ilLer-3. :;inf2e rr.nt :;[..f)nrs were not prepared to provide

an in-1,?pth exi.erlenc,: to sitms, both by virtue of contract

rtraint7*, anti al7,0 usqally in terms of their staff's lack of



familiarity with preschool children and training issues, they

could only operate on an in-service basis.

It seems to us that to have any beneficial outcomes, an

innovation must involve some, sort of assessment of site needs

and capabilities. Since an educational innovation is nearly

always a service program as well, one view is that it should be

located where it will be utilized to its fullest advantage.

Though it would have been relatively strightforward to assess the

general needs of teachers at sites, it would have been much more

difficult to assess the capability of sponsors and models for a

successful match of needs and service.

The changes most models sought to make in Head Start

classrooms were ambitious at least on paper. In most cases,

teachers were required to make attitudinal and behavioral

changes. The training demands this placed on Planned Variation

were unusl.ally serious. For one. thing because Head Start has

served as a career ladder program and Its salaries are rarely, if

ever, competitive with other teaching jobs, teacher turnover has

been emlemic to the program. A more long term or continuous

trainInt; (!rfort than 113PV's may be necessary for this reason alone.

Moreover, even without a turnover problem, the nature of teaching

itself is a process we consider to require ongoing learning. The

conlep', -dr a mobile training institution is probably not the most

efrtiv_ answer to elf,her lack of training or need for' ongoing

An()f.her jection t,o this solution is the problems

t'.r the :Aafring mpi continuity of a "mobile" institu-

tion. jr-lly a small pool or persons is available for and can



continually tolerate as much travel as HSPV required. We think

the development of a resource on sly for the purpose of continu-

in.; training input would be more eff:.ctive and cost beneficial.

A basic question we must false here is whether HSPV

model:, provided any sort of suitabl solution to training/educa-

tional problems. Our site material indicates that most models

we :f" nolt!ler well-developed nor cow)vehensive during HSPV. "Com-

prli mi:-::," we think, is defined by whether a model has thought

t
thrnuh ,L1 the major teaching iss s, but not necessarily by its

r(:loes:. L rI curriculum and strategiE,s to address each one. Anyone

wnJ hae: .;;ent time in a classroom 1.nows that numerous incidents

irLse demand a response from: teachers and for which there is

of:en -eddy answer. While thes specific incidents are end-

.s possible for them to be included or excluded from the

system a teacher utilizes by a set of internally con-

.1tional principles. In ,5ther words, a model needs to

expLif714. order the array of potpntial classroom occurrences

within system of priorities .1.1 order to fully provide educa-

.7:t1 L._,Itance to communities.

The lack of model persistence we found in most sites

(plained by the prematgrity of HSPV, an inadequate num-

dvoted to it, or sprhaps even to teacher inadequacy.

r0'7!1 it prim.ily reflects the capability of models

A.r:v- - they er,, clearly developing and not "complete."

I, th; . Iht, w, think one of The more important aspects of HSPV

01.1 - the, dev.,15pr,-mt of models themselves: what
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r.hey woro .(iinr, and ri whi eh experiences. The degree of

.:noss and th. ilccess of sponsor learning has a

possible 1 Itial for .16.or impact than either child progress

or teacht.. Ainint;. Spy :: ors will continue to effect greater

and great. :aerL.. of t( .1-rs and children. As a result of

thelr viJibillt reputed expertise increases the
numty:br o relativnsh. they form with communities. There-

nal inn,:)v st:ould consider their effects not

2=1;s;41..12 !::/1" rpeeivIhrl service for a limited

period but sho.l.' .1so track the develQpmerit of those

dellveri r service . . the case of HSPV, the true target

popllati have been wsers and models. The prestige of a

national .i.ent has Aed them enough legitimacy to addi-

tionally , t at least ..51e or triple the numbers of teachers

anl chi 1.?_ :n NSPV. Ir: -nation on their learning and princi-

of '..ors may be more ultimate and direct importance

then any ,;core galn: the service of improving the quality

f Jr young !refl.


